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ABSTRACT: Analyses of mixtures of stochastic processes have begun to appear in climate research in 
recent years. Some general properties of mixtures that are well known within statistics, but not ordi- 
narily utilized in complete generality in climate applications, are reviewed. How these issues apply in 
certain types of statistical downscaling is described. An important distinction is drawn between 'condi- 
tional' models, sometimes utilized in downscaling, and 'unconditional' models, utilized in more tradi- 
tional approaches. Through a combination of the individual conditional models, a single overall (or 
'induced') model is obtained. Among other things, the mixture concept suggests physically plausible 
mechanisms by which more complex stochastic models could arise in climate applications. As an appli- 
cation, the stochastic modeling of time series of daily precipitation amount conditional on a monthly 
index of large- (or regional) scale atmospheric circulation patterns is considered. Chain-dependent 
processes are used both as conditional and unconditional models of precipitation. For illustrative pur- 
poses, precipitat~on measurements for a site in Californla, USA, were fitted. How the mixture approach 
can aid in determining the properties of climate change scenarios produced by downscaling is demon- 
strated in this example. In particular, changes in the relative frequency of occurrence of the states of the 
circulation index would be associated not just with changes in mean precipitation, but wlth changes in 
its variance as well. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Climate research rarely considered the topic of sta- 
tistical mixtures until recently, despite a long history of 
study within the field of statistics (e.g. Everett & Hand 
1981, Titterington et al. 1985). One instance where sta- 
tistical mixtures are needed is termed statistical 'down- 
scaling' (von Storch et al. 1993). Impact assessments 
require climate change scenarios on small spatial and 
short temporal scales and for variables, especially pre- 
cipitation, that are not predicted well by physical/ 
numerical models of climate. On the other hand, these 
models do have substantial skill in predicting large- (or 
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regional) scale patterns in atmospheric circulation that 
are long-lived. Statistical downscaling attempts to 
empirically relate these 2 seemingly disparate forms of 
climate information. Lettenmaier (1995) reviewed the 
recent literature on statistical downscaling as applied 
to precipitation. 

In statistical terminology, a 'mixture' refers to the 
representation of the marginal distribution of a random 
variable as a weighted average of component (or con- 
ditional) distributions. More generally, a mixture could 
consist of a weighted average of joint distributions, 
such as those that characterize a stochastic process. 
Most often the concept of a mixture of distributions or 
of stochastic processes is not explicitly recognized as 
such in climate research. Instead, it only appears indi- 
rectly through consideration of conditional distribu- 
tions for a climate variable (e.g. the distribution of 
monthly or seasonal total precipitation is specified 
conditional on whether or not an El Nirio event occurs) 
or of conditional stochastic processes as a model for 
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climate time series (e.g. as sometimes arises in statisti- 
cal dotvnscaling). 

In this study, some well known statistical properties 
of mixtures of distributions and of stochastic processes 
are reviewed, properties that have usually not been 
utilized in their full generality in applications to cli- 
mate. A single overall (or 'induced') stochastic process 
is obtained through a combination of the individual 
conditional stochastic processes. The probabilistic 
structure of such an induced model is compared with 
that for a single 'unconditional' model of the same form 
as the conditional models. In this way, the properties of 
climate change scenarios generated through statistical 
downscaling are determined. 

Katz & Parlange (1993) fit stochastic models for local 
daily precipitation conditional on a monthly index of 
large- (or regional) scale atmospheric circulation. 
Called 'chain-dependent processes', these stochastic 
models allow for the intermittency of precipitation. 
-. 
l his application of statistical downscaling serves as 
motivation for the present paper. In particular, the 
same precipitation measurements for a site in Califor- 
nia, USA, previously modeled in Katz & Parlange 
(1993) are considered for illustrative purposes. 

2. DOWNSCALING AS A STATISTICAL MIXTURE 

In this section, the statistical properties for the sim- 
pler situation of a mixture of distributions are reviewed 
first. Then the more complex situation of a mixture of 
stochastic processes is considered. We note that Katz 
(1996) made use of some of these same statistical char- 
acteristics of mixtures in a context somewhat different 
from downscaling, namely, stochastic models of time 
series of daily weather in which one variable is speci- 
fied conditional on another. 

2.1. Mixtures of distributions 

In some downscaling applications, the conditional 
distribution of a climate variable, X (e.g. monthly or 
seasonal total precip~tation, ignoring the possibility of 
no precipitation), is specified given a discrete random 
variable, I (e.g. an  index of atmospheric circulation), 
with density function fXll[.y li) where i = 0, 1, . . . .  The 
marginal distribution of X, with density function f,y(,r), 
can be obtained from these conditional distributions by 

f~(x) = X fxlr(,~ l i ) ~ r { l =  i) (1) 
1 

That is, the marginal density function is a weighted 
average of the conditional densities. If the possible 
states of the index I are finite, then Eq .  (1) is termed a 
'finite' mixture (Everett & Hand 1981, Titterington et 

al. 1985). Because of the intermittency of precipitation, 
daily amount has itself a mixed continuous-discrete 
distribution, whether modeled conditionally or uncon- 
ditionally. 

Much research in statistics has dealt with the prob- 
lem of estimating the components on the right-hand 
side of E q .  (1) when the index I is not actually observed 
or is even only imagined to exist, the case of a 'hidden' 
mixture (e.g. Zucchini & Guttorp 1991). Nevertheless, 
climate applications have not tended to make use of 
these methods, but to focus instead on related, but not 
equivalent, problems like detecting multimodality (e.g. 
Nitsche et al. 1994). Among other things, the marginal 
distribution in Eq. (1) can still be unimodal (see Katz 
1996 for a climate example illustrating this point). In 
applications such as statistical downscaling for which 
the index I is observed, only the conditional distribu- 
tions (not the equivalent form of marginal distribution 
in Ea. 1) are typically exp!idt!y exammcd. 

We now focus on the relationship between the mo- 
ments of the marginal distribution and the moments 
of the corresponding conditional distributions in 
Eq. (1). The definition of conditional moments is re- 
viewed in Appendix 1. A well-known property of con- 
ditional expectation, denoted by E(XI I), is 

This relationship of the mean of the marginal distribu- 
tion of X being just a weighted average of conditional 
means follows directly from Eq. (1). The conditional 
variance, denoted by var(X( I) ,  has the property 

var(X) = E[var(XI I)]  + var[E(XI I)] ( 3 )  

That is, the variance of the marginal distribution of X is 
not simply a weighted average of conditional vari- 
ances, but reflects the variation in the conditional 
mean as well. 

2.2. Mixtures of stochastic processes 

Appendix 1 includes the definition of conditional 
covariance, as is necessary to determine the autocorre- 
lation function of a rmxture of stochastic processes. For 
the following, let Y denote another arbitrary climate 
variable (e.g. X and Y might represent observations of 
the same climate variable at consecutive time periods). 
The covariance of the joint distribution of X and Y can 
be expressed in terms of the covariance of the condi- 
tional joint distribution of X and Y given the index I, 
denoted by cov(X, YI I), and the 2 conditional means as 

Being a natural generalization of Eq. (3), the relatlon- 
ship in Eq. (4)  indicates that the covariance is likewise 
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not simply a weighted average of conditional covari- 
ances, but also depends on the covariation of the 2 con- 
ditional means. 

Eq. (4)  has significant implications for the probabilis- 
tic structure of the stochastic process induced by a mix- 
ture of conditional stochastic processes. For instance, it 
indicates that a mixture of first-order Markov chains (a 
model for daily precipitation occurrence) will have a 
more complex dependence structure than that for a 
first-order chain, with an autocorrelation function that 
resembles a higher-order chain. In other words, 
directly fitting an unconditional first-order chain is not 
necessarily equivalent to (or consistent with) assuming 
the same form of model conditionally. Similar com- 
ments would apply to a mixture of first-order auto- 
regressive [AR(l)] processes. 

3. APPLICATION TO DAILY PRECIPITATION 

In this section, we abstract the type of modeling 
approach used by Katz & Parlange (1993) in stochastic 
downscaling applied to precipitation, making clear 
how the methodology of mixtures is relevant. First the 
definition and properties of a chain-dependent 
process, a relatively simple stochastic model for time 
series of daily precipitation amount, are reviewed. 
Then the situation of such a chain-dependent process 
being fitted conditional on an index of large- (or 
regional) scale atmospheric circulation is introduced. 
Chain-dependent processes are frequently used to 
model daily precipitation; for instance, in the popular 
stochastic weather generator WGEN (Richardson & 
Wright 1984), this process is adopted for its precipita- 
tion component. 

3.1. Unconditional chain-dependent process 

A chain-dependent process (Todorovic & Woolhiser 
1975, Katz 1977) has the desirable feature of requiring 
only a relatively small number of parameters, while still 
accounting for the most important statistical features of 
precipitation time series. These features include the in- 
termittency of the precipitation process, the tendency of 
wet spells (i.e. runs of consecutive days on which pre- 
cipitation occurs) or of dry spells to persist, and the pos- 
itive skewness of the distribution of daily precipitation 
'intensity' (i.e. precipitation amount given its occur- 
rence). Because the statistical downscaling approach 
can have a multiplicative effect on the total number of 
parameters required to be estimated, parsimonious 
modeling is an especially important consideration. 

Let {J,: t = 1, 2, ...} denote the sequence of daily pre- 
cipitation occurrence (i.e. J, = 1 indicates a 'wet day' 

and J, = 0 a 'dry day'). It is assumed that this process is 
a first-order Markov chain, a model completely charac- 
terized by the transition probabilities 

P,, = Pr{J,+, = j (J, = i] i, j = 0, 1 ( 5 )  

It is convenient to reparameterize the Markov chain in 
terms of the probability of a wet day, rr = Pr{J, = l}, and 
the first-order autocorrelation coefficient (or persis- 
tence parameter), d = corr(J,, J,,,). Now i t  is straight- 
forward to show that 

Note that d s 0 for time series of daily precipitation 
occurrence. 

Let (X,: t = 1, 2,  ...) denote the time series of daily pre- 
cipitation amounts. The intensities X, > 0 (i.e. days for 
which J, = 1) are taken to be conditionally independent 
and identically distributed with mean p = E(X,(J, = 1) 
and oZ = var(X, I J, = 1). That is, given the states of the 
Markov chain model for daily precipitation occur- 
rence, the intensities are independently generated 
from a common distribution. In Katz & Parlange (1993), 
this daily intensity distribution was based on a power 
transformation to normality. 

For this basic form of chain-dependent process, the 
mean, variance, and autocorrelation function of daily 
precipitation amount (i.e. all data including both zero 
and nonzero measurements) can be expressed as (e.g. 
Katz & Parlange 1995) 

corr(X,, X,,,) = n(1 - rr)d'p2/var(X,) 1 = 1, 2,  ... 

The expressions in Eq. (7) for the mean and variance of 
daily precipitation amount can be straightforwardly 
derived. Despite the assumed conditional indepen- 
dence of the daily intensities, precipitation amount is 
dependent, with its autocorrelation function being 
directly related to that of the first-order Markov chain 
for daily precipitation occurrence, corr(J,, J,,,) = d' 
where 1 = 1, 2, .... This autocorrelation function for 
daily precipitation amount (Eq. 7) resembles that for an 
autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) process of 
order (1, 1) (Box & Jenkins 1976: Chap. 3), with the 
autocorrelations decaying exponentially from a lag of 
1 d [as opposed to a lag of 0 d for an AR(1) process]. 

It is also of interest to treat aggregated statistics 
such as the number of wet days, N(T), and the total 
precipitation, S(T), over some time period of length T 
days: 

The mean and approximate variance (for the large 
number of days T) of the number of wet days for 
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a first-order Markov chain are given by (Gabriel 
1959) 

E[N(T)] = TK 
(9) 

var[N(T)] = Tn(1 - K) [(l + d)/( l  - d) ]  

It is evident that the variance of the number of wet 
days is inflated by the tendency of daily precipitation 
occurrences to persist {i.e. the factor [ ( l  + d) / ( l  - d ) ]  in 
Eq. (9)) .  The mean and approximate variance of total 
precipitation are given by (Katz & Parlange 1993) 

E[S(T)] = Trip (10) 
var[S(T)] = T (no2 + n(1 - K) [ ( l  + d)/( l  - d)] p') 

Comparing Eqs. (9) and (10), the variance of total pre- 
cipitation is evidently directly related to the variance of 
the number of wet days. 

3.2. Conditional chain-dependent process 

For simplicity, it is assumed that the monthly index of 
large- (or regional) scale atmospheric circulation takes 
on only 2 values, I = 0 or 1 (e.g. I = 1 might denote the 
occurrence of an El Nido event and I = 0 its nonoccur- 
rence). Let this index I have probability distribution 
denoted by 

Further, let xi, di, p, ,  and 0,2 denote the parameters 
of the conditional chain-dependent process fitted only 
to time series of daily precipitation amounts for months 
during which I = i where I = 0, 1. In other words, 
the precipitation data set would be divided into 2 sub- 
sets to which the chain-dependent process is sepa- 
rately fitted. 

Because the circulation index I assumes only 2 val- 
ues, Eqs. (2) to (4) involving the conditional mean, vari- 
ance, and covariance simplify somewhat. For a generic 
precipitation statistic, X, Eq. (2) for the induced mean 
reduces to 

Not surprisingly, the mean is a linear function of the 
circulation state probability, W [which can also be 
interpreted as the mean index, because E(I) = W]. For 
instance, use of Eq. (10) yields an expression for the 
induced mean monthly total precipitation of 

Likewise, Eq. (3) for the induced variance reduces 
to 

It is evident from Eq. (14) that the variance is a nonlin- 
ear (quadratic) function of the circulation state proba- 
bility W [from Eq. ( l l ) ,  it follows that var(1) = w(1 - W),  

as explicitly appears in Eq.  (14)l. For example, the 
induced variance of monthly total precipitation (using 
Eq. 10) can be expressed as 

var[S(T)] = T [(l  - W )  (nooo2 + xO(1 -K,,) [(l + do)/ 

(1 - do)] po2) + W ( X I ~ I ~  + n,( l  - X I )  [ ( l  + d, ) /  

Finally, for 2 generic precipitation statistics, X and Y 
(e.g. precipitation amount on consecutive days), Eq. (4) 
for the induced covariance reduces to 

Like the variance, the covariance is a quadratic func- 
tion of the circulation state probability, W. For instance, 
the induced autocovariance function of daily precipita- 
tion amount (using Eq. 7)  is given by 

In other words, the autocorrelation function is more 
complex than that for an unconditional chain-depen- 
dent process (Eq. ?), resembling in some respects that 
for an ARMA(2, 2) process (Box & Jenkins 1976: 
Chap. 3). 

4. EXAMPLE 

The relationship between daily precipitation at indi- 
vidual gauges in California and gridded monthly mean 
sea level pressure (SLP) off the coast in the Pacific 
Ocean in January, the peak of the wet season, was 
studied in Katz & Parlange (1993). The methodology 
involves fitting separate conditional chain-dependent 
processes to daily time series of precipitation amount, 
depending on whether or not the monthly mean pres- 
sure was above or below normal. These 2 conditional 
models are compared with a single unconditional 
chain-dependent process fitted to all of the years of 
daily precipitation data. 

Formally, the index I is defined by 

I = 0 if monthly SLP < mean 
I = 1 if monthly SLP > mean (18 )  

Here 'monthly SLP' refers to the observed January 
mean sea level pressure for a given year at a single 
grid point (40" N. 130" W), and 'mean' refers to the 
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Table 1. Parameter estimates of uncond~t~onal and cond~tional stochastic models fit to time series of daily prec~pitation amount in 
January at Chico. California, USA. SLP: mean sea level pressure at 40' N. 130" W 

Stochastic model Precipitation probability Persistence- Intensity 
G parameter d mean (mm) SD 6 (mm) 

Unconditional 
Condltional on low SLP (I = 0)" 
Condltional on high SLP (I = 1: W =  0.526Jd 

"According to Akaike's and the Bayes~an information criteria: parameters n ,  p, and o (but not d )  should vary w ~ t h  index l 

long-term sample average over the entire record of 
1899 to 1988. Although this index is based on the pres- 
sure at a single grid point, its location was chosen as 
representative of the pressure within a region of the 
Pacific Ocean for which Cayan & Peterson (1989) found 
a significant link to monthly or seasonal total precipita- 
tion during winter over much of California. Hence, this 
index can be viewed as reflecting large- (or regional) 
scale atmospheric circulation patterns. 

A time series of daily precipitation amount in Janu- 
ary for 78 yr at Chico, California, was analyzed in 
Katz & Parlange (1993). According to the index 
(Eq. 18), 37 of these years are classified as being 'low 
pressure' (I = 0), with the remaining 41 being 'high 
pressure' (I = 1). The January monthly total precipita- 
tion has a conditional mean of 190.9 mm for the sam- 
ple of 37 low pressure years, much higher than the 
conditional mean of 84.1 mm for the 41 high pressure 
years (unconditional mean of 134.8 for all 78 years). 
The conditional standard deviation of total precipita- 
tion ranges from 82.4 mm for low pressure years to 
58.9 mm for high pressure years (both lower than the 
unconditional standard deviation of 88.6 mm). Given 
the substantial distance between the location on 
which the index is based and the site of the precipita- 
tion measurements, these results demonstrate that the 
index does indeed represent features of large- (or 
regional) scale circulation. 

Table 1 includes the parameter esti- 

Table 1 also lists the parameter estimates for the 2 
conditional chain-dependent processes fit to only a 
subset of the months of January, depending on 
whether monthly SLP was below or above normal 
(Eq. 18). In Katz & Parlange (1993), Akaike's informa- 
tion criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian information crite- 
rion (BIC) were applied to determine the form of model 
that best fits the time series of daily precipitation 
amount. These criteria both involve a comparison of 
the maximized likelihood function, adjusted for the 
number of parameters required to be estimated by 
each model. For the Chico data set, both the AIC and 
BIC indicate that the best model is obtained when the 
probability of a wet day K, the intensity mean p, and 
the intensity standard deviation o, but not necessarily 
the persistence parameter d, are varied with the index 
I. In particular, low pressure years appeared to be 
associated with more frequent wet days (the odds of a 
wet day are roughly twice as large in low pressure 
years than in high pressure years), and with a distribu- 
tion of precipitation amount on wet days that has not 
only a higher mean (roughly 40% larger), but also a 
higher standard deviation (roughly 20% larger). In 
subsequent calculations, the persistence parameter d 
will be varied with the index I as well. 

Table 2 compares the observed daily and n~onthly 
precipitation statistics with those derived from the 
unconditional model and from the induced model (i.e. 

mates (denoted by carets) for the un- 
Table 2. Derived daily and monthly precipitation statistics, along with observed 

chain-dependent values, for stochashc models fit to time series of dailv amount in Januarv at 
fitted to the time series of daily precipi- Chico 
tation amount for all of the months of 
January at Chico. The observed relative 
frequency of a wet day was about 0.33, 
with the conditional probability of a wet 
day ranging from about 0.21 if the pre- 
vious day was dry to about 0.57 if the 
previous day was wet (i.e. a difference 
of roughly 0.36 reflecting the tendency 
of wet or dry spells to persist). The mean 
of precipitation amounts on wet days 
was about 13.4 mm, with a standard 
deviation of about 14.7 mm. 

Precipitation statistic Unconditional Induced Observed 
model model 

Daily amount (mm) Mean 4.40 4.40 4.35 
SD 10.50 10.51 10.45 

Autocorrelation daily amount lag 1 0.128 0.144 0.276 
lag 2 0.046 0.068 0.114 

Monthly total (mm) Mean 136 3 136 4 134.8 
SD 69.2 86.8 88.6 

Monthly no. wet days Mean 10.20 10.20 10.09 
SD 3.81 4.43 4.33 
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- UNCONDITIONAL 

- - INDUCED 

OBSERVED 

LAG (DAYS) 

Fig. 1 Autocorrelation functions for time series of daily 
precipitation amount in January at Chico, California, USA 

obtained through the combination of the 2 conditional 
models) using the parameter estimates listed in 
Table 1. Although any uncertainties in these parame- 
ter estimates are ignored, the large number of daily 
observations of precipitation (i.e. 1147 = 37 X 31 for low 
pressure years and 1271 = 41 X 31 for high pressure 
years) would indicate that these errors are relatively 
small. 

Because the daily precipitation observations are 
directly fitted, the mean and standard deviation of 
daily precipitation amount (obtained via Eq. 7) for the 
unconditional and for the 2 conditional chain-depen- 
dent processes are constrained to either exactly or ap- 
proximately (depending on the method of parameter 
estimation) reproduce the corresponding observed 
statistics. Consequently, the induced process also 
shares this property. The slight discrepancies evident 
between these statistics in Table 2 are attributable to 
the fact that the probability of precipitation x is indi- 
rectly derived from the estimated transition probabili- 
ties of the Markov chain (Eq. 6). Additional discrepan- 
cies would have been introduced if the mean and 
standard deviation of the intensities were estimated on 
the basis of the power-transformed distribution ap- 
proach (as in Katz & Parlanye 19931, as the nonlinear 
transformation introduces some bias. 

No such constraint exists on the autocorrelation of 
daily precipitation amount. It is evident in Table 2 that 
the theoretical autocorrelations (obtained via Eq. 7) 

for the unconditional chain-dependent process sub- 
stantially underestimate the observed values at lags 1 
and 2 d. Such an underestimation has been previously 
noted by Gregory et al. (1993). Fig. 1 shows the auto- 
correlation functions out to lag 10 d for both the uncon- 
ditional and induced processes (based on Eq. 17). 
along with that for the observations. Although the 
induced process produces only a slight improvement at 
lags 1 and 2 d (Table 2), its autocorrelation function 
decays at a slower rate, better matching the observed 
values at higher lags. The apparent increase in auto- 
correlation at lag 5 d is not necessarily real. 

Because the mean daily amount is reproduced and 
because expectation is a linear operator, the mean of 
monthly total precipitation is automatically repro- 
duced to a close approximation by both the uncondi- 
tional and induced processes (recall Eqs. 10 & 13). 
However, the variance of monthly total precipitation is 
substanti.!!y nndercstimsted by the uncol~ciitiunai 
chain-dependent process, with a standard deviation of 
69.2 mm produced by Eq. (10) as compared to an 
observed value of 88.6 mm (see Table 2). This phe- 
nomenon is termed 'overdispersion' in the statistics lit- 
erature (e.g. Cox 1983) and has been noted in the con- 
text of stochastic modeling of precipitation by Wilks 
(1989), among others. 

For the induced process, the variance of monthly 
total precipitation is estimated by Eq .  (15) as 86.8 mm, 
implying that the overdispersion phenomenon has 
essentially disappeared (see Table 2). But what is the 
explanation for this improvement? Because the vari- 
ance of any sum is essentially determined by the auto- 
correlation function, Fig. 1 provides some indication 
that the induced monthly variance ought to constitute 
an improvement. 

To further dlagnose the mechanism by which this im- 
provement occurs, the daily precipitation occurrence 
process is separately examined. This process is the sole 
source of any autocorrelation in daily amount for a chain- 
dependent process (Eq. ?). Table 2 includes, as addi- 
tional statistics, the mean and standard deviation of the 
monthly number of wet days (Eq. 9). As with other mean 
precipitation statistics, the mean monthly number of wet 
days is approximately reproduced by both processes, but 
the unconditional process underestimates the variance 
of the monthly number of wet days (i.e. 3.81 vs 4.33 d) 
whereas the induced process reproduces the observed 
value to a close approximation (i.e. 4.43 vs 4.33 d). A mix- 
ture of 2 conditional first-order, 2-state Markov chains 
has an autocorrelation function resembling that for a sec- 
ond-order chain (Lloyd 1974). Evidently, the apparent 
elimination of the overdispersion of monthly total pre- 
cipitation is attributable to this additional complexity in 
the model of the occurrence process, as induced by the 
statistical downscaling approach. 
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5. CLIMATE CHANGE SCENARIOS 

- MEAN 

- STDEV 

PROBABILITY OF INDEX STATE 

The way in which the mixture approach helps in 
interpreting the properties of climate change scenarios 
is illustrated in this section, making use of the same 
conditional stochastic models previously fit to the time 
series of daily precipitation amount in January at 
Chico. A case of hypothetical climate change is consid- 
ered in which the atmospheric circulation state proba- 
bility (i.e. the parameter W = Pr{I = l ] )  changes. How 
the induced precipitation statistics would be antici- 
pated to vary along with the probability W is examined 
under the assumption that the parameters of the 2 con- 
ditional chain-dependent processes for daily precipita- 
tion amount are  held fixed (Table 1). 

Fig. 2 shows the induced mean of January total pre- 
cipitation as a function of the circulation state proba- 
bility W .  As noted previously, this relationship (Eq. 13) 
is linear, with the slope being negative because the 
mean daily precipitation amount in low pressure years 
was greater than that in high pressure years [ i .e .  
because nopo > nlpl  (see Table l ) ] .  The mean monthly 
total precipitation for the present climate is roughly in 
the center of the figure (i.e. W is about 0.53), with the 2 
extremes of W = 0 and W = 1 representing the llmiting 
situations in which only 1 of the 2 conditional chain- 
dependent processes ever arises. Consequently, these 
limiting mean values of about 194.1 and 84.3 mm 
essentially agree with the observed conditional 
monthly means (whose values were given earlier). 

Fig. 2 also shows the induced standard deviation of 
January total precipitation as a function of the proba- 
bility W .  From Eq. (15), it is known that this relation- 
ship is nonlinear (note that the standard deviation, not 
the variance, is plotted). This standard deviation 
reaches a maximum of about 89.1 mm near rv = 0.34 
and relative minima of about 80.8 and 52.2 mm for the 
2 extreme situations of W = 0 and W = 1, respectively. 
These limiting standard deviations are  somewhat 
smaller than the corresponding observed conditional 
standard deviations of monthly total 
precipitation (values listed previ- 
ously). As for the case of a single un- Table 3. Daily and monthly precipitation statistics for January at Chico associ- 

conditional ,-hain-dependent process, ated with 2 hypothetical new values of circulation state probabilities (induced 
statistics for present climate also included) the individual conditional chain- 

Fig. 2. Hypothetical changes in mean and standard deviation 
of January total precipitation at Chico as  function of probabil- 
ity that January mean sea level pressure is above normal (i.e. 

index I = l )  

dependent processes exhibit some 
degree of overdispersion (see also 
Katz & Parlange 1993). 

Table 3 gives more-detailed statis- 
tics of January daily amount and 
monthly total precipitation for 2 new 
hypothetical values of the index state 
probability W. The odds of above nor- 
mal SLP [i.e. wl(1 - W)] a re  either 
doubled or halved, corresponding to 

new values of W = 0.689 and 0.357, respectively. For 
sake of comparison, some of the induced statistics for 
the present climate listed in Table 2 are included in 
Table 3 as well. Both the standard deviation of daily 
precipitation amount and of monthly total precipitation 
vary along with the changes in the respective means. 
Whether for daily amount or for monthly total, the coef- 
ficient of variation (i.e. standard deviation divided by 
mean) is greater for the new drier climate (i.e. W = 
0.689) than for the present climate and less for the new 
wetter climate (i.e. W = 0.357) than for the present cli- 
mate. Given that regions drier on the average do tend 

statistic Probability of above normal SLP W 

0.526" 0.689 0.357 

~ ~ i l ~  amount (mm) Mean 4.40 3.82 5.00 
SD 10.51 9.76 11.20 

Autocorrelation daily amount lag 1 0.144 0.144 0.140 

Monthly total (mm) Mean 136.4 118.4 154.9 
SD 86.8 80.6 89.1 

aPresent climate 
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to have larger coefficients of variation (i.e. greater rel- 
ative variability), this result is reasonable. Finally, little 
effect on the autocorrelation function of daily precipi- 
tation amount is evident, despite changes being theo- 
retically possible (see Eq.  l?)  

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Statistical downscaling is approached as a problem 
involving mixtures of stochastic processes. The focus is 
on the model induced through a combination of the 
individual conditional models that sometimes arise in 
downscaling applications. Such conditional models are 
typically taken as identical in form to those tradition- 
ally fit unconditionally. In this case, the properties of 
statistical mixtures imply that the induced model will 
be more complex than the corresponding uncondi- 
tional model. As an example of downsca!ing, a tilne 
series of daily precipitation amount at Chico is mod- 
eled conditional on a monthly index of large- (or 
regional) scale atmospheric circulation. A stochastic 
model fitted unconditionally to daily precipitation 
amount badly underestimates the observed variance of 
monthly total precipitation, whereas the induced 
model virtually eliminates this overdispersion phe- 
nomenon. Varying the circulation state probabilities to 
create climate change scenarios through downscaling 
produces a linear response in the mean of daily 
amount or monthly total precipitation, but a nonlinear 
response in the corresponding variance. 

The nature of the statistical downscaling application 
that was considered could be generalized in several 
respects. For instance, the index on which daily pre- 
cipitation amount is conditioned could be varied from 
day to day as in Bardossy & Plate (1991), rather than 
held constant over an entire month. Instead of just 
daily precipitation amount, other daily weather vari- 
ables like minimum and maximum temperature (e.g. 
as specified in WGEN, Richardson & Wright 1984) 
could be conditioned on atmospheric circulation (e.g. 
as in Hughes et al. 1993). The more complex situation 
of conditional modeling of the same weather vanable 
at several locations simultaneously could also be con- 
sidered (Hughes et al. 1993, Hughes & Guttorp 1994). 
A challenging statistical problem concerns the situa- 
tion in which the circulation index is not observed, but 
only hypothesized to exist. The technique of 'hidden 
Markov modeling' could be applied to this problem 
(Zucchini & Guttorp 1991, Hughes & Guttorp 1994). 

Another research topic relates to the overdispersion 
phenomenon of monthly or seasonal total precipita- 
tion. Some climate researchers have utilized this differ- 
ence between modeled and observed variances as a 
measure of 'potential predictability' (e.g.  Shea et al. 

1995). Should the increase in induced variance of 
monthly total precipitation achieved through condi- 
tioning be viewed as representing actual predictability 
as opposed to a reduction in potential predictability? 
One way to attack this question IS to fit unconditional 
models more complex than an ordinary chain-depen- 
dent process. In a preliminary analysis of the same 
Chico data set, Katz & Parlange (1996) found that the 
estimated variance of monthly total precipitation does 
increase substantially for more complex models, but 
remains an  underestimate of the observed value (in 
particular, still somewhat lower than the induced 
value). In other words, the overdispersion phenome- 
non is not solely attributable to an inadequate model 
for high frequency variations, but to the existence of 
low frequency variations as well. 
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Appendix 1. Conditional moments 

For an  accessible treatment of the geometric approach to 
conditional expectation based on Hilbert space theory see  
Brockwell & Davis (1991: Chap. 2). The mean of the condi- 
tional distribution of the random variable X given the 
index I, E(X I I ) ,  is itself a random variable. That is. 

E(X I I )  = E(X I I = i) w ~ t h  probability Pr(I = I ]  

where i = 0, 1, ( A I )  

Now X has an  orthogonal decompos~t~on (Bhattacharya & 
Waymire 1990, p 642) 

X = E(X I I )  + [ X  - E ( X I  I)] (A21 

Here 'orthogonality' means that the 2 random variables 
appearing in the decomposition (Eq A2) are uncorrelated, 
that is 

corr[E(X I I ) ,  X -  E(xI I ) ]  = 0 (A31 

The definitions of conditional variance and conditional 
covariance follow directly from the basic concept of condi- 
tional expectation (Eq. Al) :  

var(X I I) = E([X-  E ( X I  1)12 1 I )  (A41 

COV(X, Y I  I )  = EI[X- E ( X I  I ) I [ Y -  E ( Y I  I)] 111 
The decomposition (Eq. A2) can be applied to X to derive 
Eq. (3) for the variance and to both X and Y to denve 
Eq. (4) for the covariance 
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